March 9-13th

A Peek at Our Week

Reading:
Students will learn how to identify key details in a text to help comprehend the text.

Math:
Students will learn how to tell time to the nearest hour and half hour. Some students will learn to tell time to the nearest 5 minutes.

Writing:
Students will continue working on forming complete sentences using correct capitalization, spacing, neatness and punctuation.

Social Studies/Science:
National Women’s Unit

Reminders
Read a book with your child daily for 30-40 minutes.

Upcoming Events

• Monday, March 9th –13th – Book Fair
• Tuesday, March 17th – First and Second grade musical at 6:30pm. All students are EXPECTED TO ATTEND
• Thursday, March 19th – Parent/Teacher Conferences.
• Friday, March 20th – No School for students

Literacy/Spelling

Group 1- Letters c, f & n.
Students in this group will work on identifying the letters and sounds of c, f and tn.
(we are working hard in this group to master all letter sounds)

Group 2- short “a”
Students in this group will continue to learn to read and write words that contain the short a sound
Examples word: cat, sat, mat, rat pat

Group 3- Prefixes “un” & “dis”
Students will learn how read and write words that contain prefixes. Example words:
unable, disagree, unsafe, discolor

Spelling Assessment Friday!